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Aries Systems’ Editorial Manager® (EM) is the leading cloud-based manuscript submission and 
peer review system for scholarly journals, reference works, books, and other publications.
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Superior Editorial Experience

Editorial Manager (EM) is a highly-configurable workflow management system designed to
streamline editorial processes, communication with internal and external stakeholders, and
management of metadata and files. Trusted by thousands of publications across hundreds of
multinational publishers, societies, and organizations, Editorial Manager supports multiple
publishing business models for a flexible and efficient workflow without costly investments.

Every User Plays a Role

Utilized by millions of registered users worldwide and operating as a role-based system, EM
allows publishers to easily manage user permissions by configuring roles for Editors-In-Chief,

Managing Editors, Editorial Assistants, Authors, Corresponding Authors, Reviewers, System
Administrators, and more! 
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Flexible Workflow

Editorial Manager empowers thousands of publications to 
uniquely configure their workflows at any time, allowing 
permissioned System Administrators to make changes as 
business policies and preferences evolve at no additional cost.
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Ecosystem of Tools

Aries’ strategic in-house innovations and partner
integrations connect industry-leading technology with
Editorial Manager, providing publishers with best-in-class
tools, all in one place. Our expansive ecosystem includes
quality check tools, manuscript evaluation services,
metadata standards, Reviewer finder and recognition
tools, payment processing tools, and more!

Robust Reporting Suite

Editorial Manager's built-in Enterprise Analytics
Reporting (EAR) suite provides publishers with

visibility into important publication data for
performance tracking and informed decision making.

Cross-publication reporting (X-EAR) can be enabled
for publishers with expansive journal portfolios.

End-To-End Solution

In addition to transfer capabilities between external systems, such as preprint servers,
manuscript preparations services, and other peer review platforms, EM seamlessly connects
with production systems to provide a comprehensive workflow solution beyond peer review. 
Achieve a true end-to-end publishing experience by pairing Editorial Manager with 
Aries’ ProduXion Manager®.
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